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SUMMARY
An exploratory series of tests of simulated low-gravity liquid sloshing
using a magnetic-colloid liquid in conjunction with a solenoidal magnetic field
is described hareii1.. A. description of the experimental apparatus and test
procedure is also pr.vsented.
The magnetic body-force exerted oil the liquid was varied by changing
the magnetic field strength in order to obtain effective gravity levels as small
as 0. 01 g, The measured slosh natural frequencies for both cylindrical and
sphericai tanks in these low-gravity coxiditioas agreed very well with theoret-
iizal predictions. Slosh dairiping, however, was significantly larger than
expected because of the increase in viscosity of magnetic liquids due to
rragilet.c, field effects.
A_ magnetic-fluid analysis of sloshing is presented, and indicates that
some deviation from true low-gravity behavior might occur whenever the
bond number is smaller than one. The discrepancy is caused 'by a magnetic
interaction at the free surface that induces a jump in liquid pressure similar
to that induced by surface tension.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An experimental study of liquid free-surface motions in a low-gravity
environment continues to be a difficult probl.;:. 1 for the simple reason that
there is no suita0le "laboratory. 11 Several lvw-gravity simulation techniques
have been developed, but, although useful in certain special cases, they all
possess major limitations such as , hort test duration or magnification of
viscous effects. One apy)arent exception is the "magnetic fluid" technique
used by Pape'll and Faber to .study reduced-gravity boiling, Itef. 1, and pro-
po.sed by Dodge some tithe ago as a tecl-nique of general usefulness, lief. L.
In this method, (an ordinary solvent such as n- lic -ptane is made: magnetizable
by dispersing in it subtnicron particles of n'agnctic iron oxide to farm at-,
extremely stable, low-viscosity colloidal system. Vie liquid can ther be
Martially or completely levitated in a magnetic ficid. This seems to have
been demonstrated first by Rosenweig and co-workers, who coined the name
"ferrohydrodynamies" f., r this general field, Refs. 3, 4, and 5.
The optimistic evaluation of the ma.gvetic fluid simulation presented
by Dodge, lief. 2, was based primarily un the discussion given by Papell
and Faber in Refs. 1 and G. They showed in essence that the body force
exerted on the magnetic flttid ')y th e magnetic field is 1\1 - ©I3 where: M is the
magnetization of the fluid, and VB is thr. gradient of the applied magnetic
..a	 r	 r
induction field, B. According to Pape)l and Faber, tale quantity M - VB can
be (1) made nearly constant throughout the fluid arid 	 directed in opposition
to the normal gravity vector, by using a large, well —designed solenoidal
magnet	 In ether words, it seemed possible to achieve a true low-gravity
simulation for an
	
tended period of time by the magnetic fluid method.
To determi e if this is true and to evaluate the: usefulness of the
method, we conducted a series of exploratory experiments in simulated low-
gravity liquid sloshing. The primary objectives of these tests were to mea-
sure the slosh natural frequency and smooth-wall viscous damping as a
function of the simulated gravity level in tank configurations for which
theories and experimental confirmations were already available to compare
with our results; a secondary objective was to determine the nonlinear effect
of slosh amplitude oil
	 frequency.
We have a»o dc.-voloped a magnetic -fluid -dynamics theory of sloshing
in a solenoidal magnetic field, based on the general theory given by Curti_,
Ref. 7. Our theory demonstrates that several magnetically-induced forces,
in addition to the gravity-cancelling force, limit the =lccuracy of the simula-
tion; these forces cannot be totally eliminated, regardless of the type of
magnetic field crnployed.
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I1. EXPr:ltIMEN ,rAl, SETUP, TEST PROCEDURE.,
AND DATA REDUCTION
A.	 Experimental Setup.
The 110-kilogauss (maximum) water-cooled, solenoidal electromagnet
at NASA- Lewis Research Center was used to generate the required magnetic
lields for- the tests; this magnet is described schematically in Figure 1.
Near the bottom of the magnet there is about 4 in. (10 cm) of axial length for
%vilich 03/aZ is constant over the entire bore; consequently, the test tanks
­ • erc located it this point as recommended in Ref. G.
Our experimental apparatus was designed to suspend a tank at the
proper spot in the magnet, excite stead y -state lateral sloshing'of the liqui(, .n
the tank, record the slosh wave amplitude and its tlrr]ewlse decay after quick-
stopping the tan'-, and determine the actual weight (including magnetic effects)
of the liquid while the tests were in progress. The final configuration of this
apparatus, after several riiodifications were made as the result of "trial
I runs" Ott NASA -LeRC prior to the final tests, is shown in Figure 2. In opera-
.	 tion, the test tank was attached to an aluminum tube, approximately 31 in.
long whose uppe r end was held firmly by a tight-fitting sleeve and set-screws
bearing on grooves machined in the tube surface. This arrangement allowed
the vertical position of the tank to be easily adjusted merely by sliding the
tube up and down in the sleeve. Four beams, two each on opposite sides of
the tube, supported the sleeve over the magnet bore. The beams were ca.nti-
levered from s±rprorts rigidly connected to a heavy plate which, in turn, was	 i
rigidly attached, by four columns, to the main shake table (the uppermost
horizontal plate in Figure 2). Four cantilever-beam translation springs
supported the shake table, which was driven horizontally by a "25-1b"
electrodynar_:i.c shaker. The heavy base plate, to which the translation
springs were attached, and the shaker were both bolted directly to a frame
rigidly connected to the magnet frame. The entire structure was constructed
of either aluminum or nonmagnetic stainless steel to rninimife magnetic
interferences. The beams supporting the sleeve/tube also served as a total
deadweight gage of the tube, tank, and liquid. Semiconductor strain gages
(gage factor = 50), bonded to a milled 0. 030-in. -thick section in the upper
pair of bearns, acted as the sensing elements to measure the beam deflec-
tions tinder the load of the tt De-tank-liquid system.
Three cylindrical tanks, fabricated from acrylic plastic tubing, and
one spherical tank, machined in two halves from Lucite t , were used daring
the tests. The cylindrical tanks had diameters of 1. 00, 1. 50, and
2. 00 in. , and were filled to depths greater than one diameter. while the
spherical tank, which had a diameter of 2. 125 in. , was tested one-half and
t hree-quarters full.
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1Capacitive probes in the tanks measured the slosh wave height. For
the cylindrical tanks, two sets of two copper strips \%ere attached along the
tank walls as shown in Figure 3. (The thicknc ss of the strips is exagge--ated
in Figure 3, for clarity. ) The capacitance of each set of strips, measured
by a capacitance bridge, varied with the total length of the strips immersed
in the liquid. Since the strips were located at opposites ends of the particular
tank diameter oriented in the direction of the excitation, one set of strips
attained its maxiniuin capacitance during the sloshing; at the same instant as
the ether attained its minimum; this doubled the sensitivity that could be
achieved by one set of strips. The spherical tank probes were silver-epoxy
strips since it was difficult to make metallic copper strips conform to the
spherical walls. We did not intend that the probes be used to measure slosh
}.eights in an absolute sense because it was sufficient to have only an indica-
tion of wave motion that could be displayed on an oscilloscope.
B.	 Tcst Procedure
After filling the selected tank with a preweighed volume of liquid, the
tank was attached to the long -Ouminum tube, as shown in Figure 4, and the
tube inserted to the correct depth in the magnet bore, as shown in Figure 5;
some care was taken to align the axis of the tube with the axis of the magnet
bore, Electrical connections to the recording instrumentation, shown in
Figure 6, were then made.
The deadweight gage was calibrated by adding srr 311 weights to the
aluminum tube in order to deflect the supporting beams. The strain-gage
readout on a digital voltmeter had a typical sensitivity of about 3-rnV change
in reading per gram of weight added; the "least count" of the voltmeter was
1 mV, so 0. 3 gram was about the smallest weight change that could be dis-
criminated. The calibration curve was always reasonably linear, but a DC
drift in the readout appeared at irregular intervals, the cause of which was
never completely discovered or eliminated. Further, the electrical gain, or
amplification of the electronics needed to measure the small weight changes
that we expected around a simulated zero-gravity, was so large that electrical
"noise" caused the voltmeter reading to fluctuate by as much as 1 or 2 mV;
thus, we always read the voltmeter at least four times in a space of a few
seconds and took the average to be the true reading.
After attaching a dial indicator to the shake table to measure table
displacements, we sloshed the liquid in the tank by exciting the shake table
in sinusoidal motion. The resonant frequency was determined approximately
by noting the excitation frequency that gave the largest slosh probe signal
(amplitude) on the oscilloscope. We then determined resonance exacAy by
using the slosh probe signal and the shake-table amplitude signal together to
form a Lissajous curve on the oscilloscope. Next, "lie tank was "quick-
stopped" by disconnecting the DC field coils of the.electrodynamic shaker
•
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from the power sou"ce at the point of maxinimn slosh amplitude. The result-
iri}; •Iosli probe signal of the decaying slosh amplitude was recorded on a
,trip chart, and the :;ntire process was then repeated several times for com-
p,,: ::. e purposes.
Next, the electromagnet was activated and tile. magnetic field intensity
set at the desired level. (Incidentally, the magnet controls Nvere at a remote
location so that we had to transmit our instructions over an intercom. ) We
made a rough estimate of the effective gravity acting on the liquid by noting
the change in the deadweight gage readout from the zero magnetic field
reading and then correlating this change with the calibration curve to deter-
mine by how much the weight of the liquid had apparently decreased. After
tl»s, slosh and slosh decay tests were conducted as outlined above. We then
reset the magnetic field to exactly zero and again read the change in the
deadweight gage readout; in this way, the DC drift in the voltmeter reading
during the test was evaluated.
A series of these kinds of tests xere conducted, each time with an
increased magnetic field, until the zero-g level seemed to have been exceeded.
W
One further point should be mentioned. All the calibration and slosh
tests were run with full circulation of the magnet cooling water so that there
(	 would not be a variation in temperature of the test apparatus from test to
E	 test. -. The circulating water created a lot of mechanical noise but this did
not affect the tests materially since the electrical signals were filtered.
C,	 Data Reduction
Because the slosh resonant frequency, as a function of shake-table
amplitude, was recorded directly, and the logarithmic slosh-damping coeffi-
cient could be obtained readily from the slosh-decay strip charts, the main
data reduction effort was in correlating the effective gravity acting on the
liquid as a function of applied magnetic field.
As mentioned earlier, the calibration curve for the deadweigh. gage
gave an indication of the effective gravity, but we checked the accuracy of the
curve in two ways. First, for a test run at a high gravity level (say about
one-half or so of normal gravity, as indicated by the deadweight gage), we
assumed that the recorded natural frequency was exactly equal to the theore-
tically predicted frequency (f. om one of the analyses given in Refs, 8, 9, 10 and
1 1 ) in order to obtain a theoretical gravity level (perhaps different from the
experimental gravity level) that would produce exactly the observed natural
frequency. Now, by using this ''correct" gravity level and the observed
-;River water at about 40-F was used for cooling (the tests were run during
January 1970), while room temperature averaged about 65°F.
10
f
1^1
. dxeight gage readout for the test in question and, in addition, the dead-
,,cight gale readout for normal gravity, we derived it corrected calibration
curve to check the gravity levels at all other magnetic field levels. The
difference between the two calibration curves was always very small.
Secondly, ;since the magnetic liquid is completely magnetized or saturated
• 1. the effective gravities, geff, indicated byt avail low magn t c field lev^„ 
the calibration cuive, were used to compute: the liquid magnetization h1 0 by
the fo riziula
Mo = (g - geff)/(aBz/az)
where aB,/3z, the magnetic field gradient in the axial direction, is known
from the magnet calibration curves for each iiiagnetic field intensity Bo.
If the calibration of geff were correct, the computed values of Mo : hould
not va ry with Bo, and, in fact, the corziputed values of Mo were constant to
within :k 1 percent, thereby verifying the geff computations.
Although we obtained consistent values of geff in this way; nonetheless,
the combined effect of a rizinimum discrimination of about 0. 3 gram in the
measuring system and various inaccuracies, due to the electrical noise and
DC drift, limited the accuracy of the predicted apparent liquid weight to
about t0. 5 gram. For the smaller tanks, 0. 5 gram is about 3 to 5 percent
of the total weight In normal gravity; consequently, the predicted gravity
level had a "spread" of as irnucli as 3 to 5 percent of normal gravity for these
tanks.
►
i
II
'The origin of this equation is discussed in Section. IV.
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III. TEST RESULTS
As mentioned previously, our objectives were to determine the slosh
natural frequency and visions damping coefficients for tanks of various
geometries, as a function of the effective gravity ?cvel.
A. Natural Frequency
Results for the three cylindrical tanks tested are plotted against
gravity love; and Bond number,pg effR2/ rr, in Figures 7, 8, and 9, as well
as theoretical curves (obtained from Refs. 8, 9) for corrrparlson. ,;. It uin be
seen that the test results for the 2.00- and 1. 50-in.-diameter tanks comparc
very well to the theory, but for the 1.00-in. diameter tank, the uncertainties
in geff, which are magnified for this small tank as explained earlier, made a
quantitative comparison difficult even though the general trend is that test
and thc,ory are in agreement. Results for the om^ -half and three-quarters
full Spherical tank are plotted in Figures 10 and 11. Again, the comparison
of theory (Refs. 10, 1 1) and experiment is very close. In none of the tests
\%-as there any significant dependence of natural frequency on excitation
an-iplitude.
The lowest value of geff obtained in the tests v., as about 1 percent of
standard gravity (g eff /g = 0.01); the corresponding values of Bond number
range from about 0. 5 for the 1 . 00 -1n. -diameter tank, which is the smallest
Bond number obtained in any of the tests, to about Z.0 for the largest cylindri-
cal tank or the spherical tanl<. It was practically impossible to obtain smaller
values of geff for several reasons. Since the electromagnet could not be
adjusted much ",iner" than about 500 gauss and since the apparent decrease
in geff with increase in field strength -,kas about 0. 07 g per 1000 gauss at the
fluid densities used (we used the smallest density fluid that could be made'
with the available parent magnetic fluid), the result was that gcfi could not
be adjusted much more closely than 0. 03 g except by a tedious tri:11-an"i-
error process. Further, the least-count of our deadweight gage ,vas about
0. 3 gram, which, even for the tank containing the largest volume of liquid,
corresponds to an uncertainty in geff of about t 0. 01 g.
B. Slosh Damping
The logarithmic decrements, b, for the bare-wall slosh damping of
the various tanks were computed from the amplitude-decay, strip-chart
'F Measured properties of the magnetic fluid at 40°1' are: kinematic viscosity,
V = 0. 163 in ?-/sec 0. 05 cm 2 /sec); surface tension a- = 1.3 X 10 -4 lb/in.
(22. 7 dynes/ctrl); and density p of about 2. 60 X 10 -2- lb/in 3 (0.72 grain/crn3),
depending on the volume of the parent magnetic liquid diluted in the heptane
solvent.
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records. Results for the 1.50- in. -diameter cylinclrical tank and the thrce-
yuarf^^rs full spherical tank arc shown plotted against gravity level and
	
3/L 1 /2	 1 /2Galileo number, lt o gaff /v	 in 1^'if;ures 12 anti 13; the log decrements
fur the other tanks arc similar.
11s expected, the log decrerrrents increased as the gravity level
dccr^ased. 13ut the increase in b ^^• as much greater than published correla-
tions predict. 1• or example, in Figure I1, the correlations
b = 4.98 (vl/2R^3 /4gcff/4)
(^^, hich i s based on normal gravity tests, Ref i 2) and
l /L
	
3/4	 ] /4
	
2	 -3/5b - 4. 9^?i'	 Ro_	 Keff	 1 . 0 + 8. ?.(p€;effRo/^)
(^ • I^ich is based on low gravity simulations v,^ith siirall rnodols, Ref. 13, and
later verified by drop-tower tests, Ref . 14) both undc^restiriiate the damping
encountered in our tests.
•	 There arc two possible reasons for these discrepancies. First, the
apparent viscosity of a magnetic fluid increases in the presence of .a magr.c^tic
field, by as much as 40 percent (as shown in Refs. 1 ^, and 16), and the total
increase in v is attained, even for fields as low as 1000 gauss. This fact
alone probably explains the rapid increase in b above the expected value fur
g eff /g ^ 0. 3. Sucotidly, it is possible that eddy currents are induced in the
iron particles of the fluid during the. free-decay of the sloshing, ^^^hich ^•ould
increase the apparent viscous damping. We believe that no significant
amount of energy is dissipated by thrs last process, since the particles are
submicron in size; this belief is further supported by the fact that, in
1~'igure 11, the slope of experimental data curve is about the same as the
slope of the correlation equation (including i3ond nuri^ber effects) for
g eff ^ 0. 3. In other words, after 2.c counting for the increase in viscosity
caused by the magnetic field in the range 1. 0 ^ g eff/g ^ 0. 3, the correlation
equation does predict the observed b variation with g c, ff for g e ff /g < 0. 3.
1'Vith rega: • d to nonlinear effects, it appears that b increases slig}itl^•
as the excitation amplitude (i, e. , slosh ampiitucie) increases, ^;• h:ch is in
agreement with other low-gravity simulations.
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IV. THEORY
In this section, a theory of magnetic fluid sloshing irr solenoi dal
magnetic fields `gr ill be formulated by tlsing the: f;enc^ral theory of magnetic
!laid dynamics developed in Refs. 3, 4, and 5, and particularly by Curtis, Ref. 7.
A. Basic Fcluations
Orly two basic equations of ideal-flo g•3 theory arc affected by the
magnetic interaction terms: the c:gtiation of rnoti^n, and the boundary con-
dition relating to pressure balance at a free surface.
The equation of motion for a magnetic lidrl =^ d is
-	 _
`	 ^^ -F V ^ pV =- P Op-ga z +M pB
where M (alliperes/meter) is the induced magnetization of the fluid, B (webers/
:neter Z )'^° is the applied magnetic field, and the other quantities rnu5t be mea-
sured in a meter-kii^gram-second system of units. The coordinate axes, as
shown in Figure .14, have the positive z-axis upwards, a nd az is the unit
vector in the z direction.
Thc^ change in the pressure balance at a free surface is due to the
discontinuity in 1\Z a t the free surface, which induces a jump in pressure of
magnitude 1/?. µo (M ril l across the surface, (µ ms = 4^r X 10 -7 webers/ampere-
n.eter is the ' r permc:abi'.ity of free space"and ;i is the unit vector normal to
the free surface).
B. Ma^nctic Body-Farce Potential
Sin g e it can be sh^^wn that M X B = 0, the mag;letically induced body-
force M ^ pB in the equation of motion, can be derived from a potential, say
^^	 J
M C'B = p^ ; of course, the g; avitational body force is also derivable from
a potentlal, which, in this case, is just -gz.
For the NASA- 1 10-kilogauss electromagnet, the magnetic field at 'the
test location has a radial and an axial component (1-tef. 17 ):
B z = 0. 55 B o + 4. 45 R o Bo(z/Ro l
	 (L )
B r
 = -2. 2Z R o Bo(r/Ro l	 (3)
which are both correct to a very close approximation. Also, B o , the axial
Held at the center of the magnet, is the magnetic field measured in our tc::sts.
^` 1
 weber; nietcr 2 = 10, 000 gauss.
^.
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FIGURE 14. NOMENCLATURE FOR AI^TALYSIS
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I3c;csus^^ 1,1 iti parallel to !3, the magnetization vector is
M = M„(13 t.iir
 + Bzz) /(Br -+ BZ)1/2	 (4 )
^^^he^re^ 1`io is the magnitude of the v. ^tor M. 'Thus, since BI^ r /Oz = c^B z /Or = 0
( 5 ^e F.qs. (2) and (3)), M OB can he wrii.ten in con;ponent form as
.^
M p!^ _ Mo - 13z 
dl3z 
az + Br dBr a l . /(Br + BZ) 1 /2	 (5)dz	 dr	 /
We will show below that M c, is independent of B, which is the same as saying
that the l;quid is fully magnetized, or "satura'.ed, " for all the B fields of
interest }terc. Realizing this, it can be checked by direct differentiation that
the nzafinetic body-force potential is
4 i^
	^,(r, z) = Mo (Br + B?) 1 /2 - 0. 55 Mo B o	 (0)
The constant term, 0. 55 MoBo, has oeen added for convenience in the follow-
ing analysis; of course, any ^:onsta ►;t can be added to or subtracted from W
,without affecting 0^, which is the. quantity of interest.
Now, by substituting E^^s. (2) and (3) into the definition of ^, it can
be scerr t}iat tl;e effective gravitational acceleratior. in the z-direction is
0	 MoBo r	 1 + 0. 2r/Ro 	^
g e :f - — (gz - ^!) = g - U. 1 1	 ^	 ,	 ^ 1 _'
8z	 Ro	 ^^(1 + 0. 2z/R o )^ + U.O1(r /1Zo)--)	 ^
Since (r/R o )^ <1 and (1 + 0. 2z/Ro) 2 is of the order of magnitude of 1, we can
approximate Eq. ('r') very closely by
geff ^ g - 0. 11 MoBo /Ro
	 (8)
!or the purpose of calculating Mo . Using the experimentally measured set
of values of geff and B o , we have u:^ed Eq. (8) to ^^erify that M o is in fact
independent of Bo for any Bo greater than about 1000 l;auss (and all of our
data tests were run at fields greater than 4000 gauss). In addition, we have
used the "equation-of-state" M = f(Bj proposed by Curtis, Ref. 7, along with
some order-of-magnitude estimates of the magnetic moment of each sub-
micror; iron particle to show analytically ^l •:at the magnetic fluid saturates
at about 1000 gauss. These two ie;depend ,^ nt checks demonstrate that it is
legitimate to assume; Mo to b^^ independent of Bo.
A typical value of Mo obtained from Eq. (ii) is 1000 amperes/meter,
Let 1^i o
 varied slightly from o^;e set of tests to ar;other because of slight
variations in the volume of mafnetic liquid dissolved in the heptane from one
test setup to another.
S
at
1P + ^ ___.
}` 1
-t
 R- +G^aoM li- Pbj+ P`^1'a?. (`) )
L4
L • ^itilil;rirtrtt 1+ rc^c Surface
In the absence of Sloshing, t}^^ hressure p at a point on t}ic- free: sur-
face in th^^ liquid differs from the air pressure 1'a otttsidc t}re free surface
because of both the: surface tension and the magnetic interaction at the sur-
face rnentionc^d previously. Thus, a pressure; balance at the free surface
yields
where M 11 = M n and lt l and R2 are the pri lcipal radii of the surface
curvature.
The magnetic body-force potential, ^, induces a radial variation in
the static pressure w}tic}i thereby causes the surfaces of constant pressure
to be curved, and not level and perpendicular to the z-axis as they should be
i.rt a uniform gravitational field. The new "level" lines of constant pressure
are given by
-gz + ^ r K =constant	 (10 )
(The reader is cautioned not to identify the constant on the right-hand side
of Eq. (10) clii• ectly with the pressure since any constant can be added freely
to the definitions of the potc:ntia'.s oar the left-hand side. Irt particular,
K = 0 does not necessarily correspond top = 0 at the free surface.
Since g mag = 0. 11 Mo)3o/lto is t:he; effective decrease i^t gravity
(that is, g eff = g - gmag from Eq. (8}], Eq. (10) can be written as
K = - gz +SRogmag [(1 + 0. 2z/Ro) 2 + 0. O1(r/Ro) 2 ] 1/2
 -SRogmag
(11)
The maximum deflection of the constant pressure lines from the horizontal
occurs for g mag = g • The equation of the free surface can be derived from
the general solution of Eq. (11), for this case of geff = 0, by eval^.ating the
constant K so that the volume: of the contained fluid is equal to nRoii where h
i5 the average liquid depth. This equation works out to be
(?/IZo)free surface - Ko
	 1 + U.• LO(} /llo)	 (r/Ito )2
	
(12)
p ^ ^^ ] t + It	 + 2 tl° M n2
(9' )
r I
- 
Q 11	
^ It	 I
1	 L	
Ir = 0
+ 2 N-o( M 2 - 1\TZ it = U)o ^- + 1It 1	 ]ZZ1
'Thus, the' IlliiXllttlllll d e:flcctior ► of the free surface:, duo to the static radial
	
2J
	
i^
l>russure };radient, is only about l p^ rcont, oven wl ► en the effective gravity
lovcl iti zero. 'F
We will now measure the vortical coordinate of a point in the liquid
from the :;lightly curved, imaginary free surface drat is dctertnincd by the
above considerations. In this coordinate system, tltc radial variation of
prej s sure: falls out of F.q. (9 ), so that now Lq. (9) i s
•
Evaluating t} ► is equation at r = 0, z = 0, and subtracting the result from
Ec. (^)') gives
- Pgcfff = 0
	
(1-^)
where z = f(r) is the: equation of the free surface. In nondimensional term,
the axisymmetric form of this equation is
r	 ^
1 d
	
RdF/c}ll	 d^F
	K dlt (1 + (dF/dlt)L ^ 1 L - L dRL	 - NBpF
R = 0
-	 MI.
where F = i /Ro, R = r/lto, NBp= pge ffRo/v', and N MI = µo MoRo /2. [We
have neglected the slight variation of M with R in ^r ..riving Ey. (14) although
t } ►is is not a necessity. )
For the 1. 5 - in, (3. 81 - cnt) diameter cylindrical tank, atypical value
of N^,,II
 = 0. 5. Consequently, when geff is small, so that Nip < 1, N MI and
Nip will be comparable in magnitude, and it appears that the free surface
c,f the magnetic fluid will l;e somewhat different from the normal low-g free
surface. The magnitude of the difference cannot be easily estimated from
^It should be mentioned that g eff = - g + ^^'/ az is ► ^cl exactly zero throughout
tLc_ fluid for this case, as can be seen from Ec{. (7). '1 • }tis slight v^lriation of
} p ressure with dept }a,
 in fact, is what allows th, even smaller variation of
pressure ^ti• ith radial position to be balanced; otherwise, the liquid would all
c^llcct along the axis, r = ^.
-, -
	 --
..	 ^	 ^,^. ^^ta
	 , ^.^.^^
,.
,j
i
1
4
•
^;y. (1^1) short of a compietc r^umcrica) tiolution, and a • c did riot rilcasurc t}ic
free-:^^r"='lace shape in our e^cperiments; nc^noth^less, the gored a^;reemcnt of
^^ur tests to n^^rmal lc ► w-g sloshing theory, even far N 13 O x 1, seems tc^
inclicatc: that the effect of the difference: in thu free-surface; shape i5 not
large in the final results.
1).	 Sloshing Analysis
I3y inte};r^itin^; the: cyuatlon of motion, )~;c^. (1 ), to get }3crnoulli's
equation for a ma^;netie liduid, and by e.^^ • aluatirrg this equation at the e:quilib-
rium free surface, the pressure-velocity boundary conditi^,n ai the free
surface can Lc sllowr^. to be
(P/o) ^^' + (P/Q) g - v^' ^ - 1 a	 rc^ Y) /i3r
at	 az	 r ar	 (1 + (df/dr) L J 3/2
	
-.	 -^
- 1 a	 Orl /a^ 	 _ P }^u Mo	 df/dr d^r 
__ 0 (15)
r2 ae	 [ 1 T (elf/dr)2] 1/2	 0'	 (1 + (cif/dr) 2 J 2 	ar	 't`
^V}le2'C r} is the wave• height measured abo^ • e.^the equilibrium free surface.	 '
Equation (1 5) has liven linearized with respect to ^ and ^. This is .the only
equation for a magnetic fluid that differ ^ from the usual norunagnetic fluid
equations.
Since a^^ /az is constant to a very good aPProximatior and equal to	 '^
g rnag , Eq. (12) in nondimensional fu2 • m i^	 E^
-S2? ^ + T1
	
H - 1 a	 Raf1/ ^RBO	 It ^lZ	 (1 + (dF/dl:)' J3/2
_ 1 d	 aHiac^
	 _ ,,^,	 dF /dlt	 aH __ o
lt2 a4 [ 1 + (dF/dlt)2J 1^2	 ^ MI	 ( 1 + (dF/dR) 2 ]^	 art
(16)
w}iich, as before, is the same as the star:dard low-g theory except for the
last term. The m^.gnituc}e of this term i^ believed to be small because
dF/c'.R is sr»all near R = 0 and very large near R = 1 (in fact, dF/dlt = oo at
It = 1 fora •r.ero- degree constant angle) ;o that over nearly t}re entire free
surface the factor multiplying I`TMI is nearly zero. In any event, the effect
of t}iis magnetic interaction at the surface ^^^as not noticeable in our test
results.
i
.' 7
V. C.UNCLUSIUN^ /\NU I:LCC^h^.Mh:NI^A'1'IUN.S
We have cicmonstratcd in this exploratory study ^f liquid sloshing
tl,.lt l^,w-I;ravity fluid maclianics can be accurately examinee} axparimerrlally
}^y the rr^.cl;nr.tic-fluid rrrcthod. 'The slotih natural frequency results, for
cxaml^l^•, Show very little c}aviation frorrr true law-gravity thaoratical l>rc-
dictiurr^^ c^^ • en rot a sirnulatad Gravity as low a^ 0.01 ^;; thi5 is a rnucli
srnalli:r • };r • avity level and Bond Wombat than can be obtained by any method
ether tli.cn drop -tower tests, whicl^ era extremely lima- limited.
'I'lie natural frequency and other characteristics of low-grav i ty slos} ► ing
warn ^I^^I^ltcated well in our tarts, but the measured slosh c}amping ^..►as
si^;nific .rr^ily f;reatar than previous, ]uw - Gravity simulations have shown it to
be, W.• Irelicvc this discrepancy is caused by the: increases in the apparent 	 •
viscosit y
 of a magnetic liquid in a magnetic field. Consequently, accurate 	 '^
slosh ^I.^^rrping data cannot be obtained from the magnetic fluid simulation.
11'a have also presented a theory of magnetic fluid sloshing in solenoidal
magnetr^• fields. 'Phis t}:eory tends to indicate that for a very low affective
f;ravity (^^^here the 13und number is less than one) magnetic fluid slushing
will dv^ t.ite from true low-!;tautly behavior. The discrepancy is due primarily
to a m:^,;r^atic force at the free surface, similar to surface tension, w}rich
induco^ .r jltrnp in fluid pressure across the free surface. ti'Ve bcli yve the
effect ^^t this force to ba sma}1, but its actual magnitude cannot be estimated
:^nalytie • .^lly without a compute numerical solution of the equations of motion.
'1'l^e experimental program carp be extended to lower effective gravities,
and cert.^iniy less than 0. O1 g, by improving our experimental apparatus in
order t.^ give a more accurate indication of the apparent wciGht of the con-
tained l:.;aid. Further improvements could ba obtained by usinK an electro-
maGnat ^^^ith a smaller maximum field. Zero gra •-ity can tie obtained with
much ,;;;all^^r fields than the • maximum field of 110 kilogauss of t} i y electro-
magnet :;wed in our tests. (We never requirec} more than 15 kilogauss. ! A
smaller r electromagnet would presumably have more precise controls and
^hereb>' .allow the effective gravity level to be changed by smaller inc emants
t} ran w • ^i- possible. in cur tests.
It would be valuabl y to investigate the that ret^ical limitations of the
r ^^agnet:,•
 fluid simulation. This investigation «^ ^ 	 involve obtaining
Humeri;.;l solutions to the theory presented it t}'. 	 uport and then comparing
the res;::is to theories for true tow-gravity sloshing.
t^
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